
Opportunities exist in every moment; no choice is a bad one. If a person decides to study and graduate college with a degree far from

their chosen career path, that's an opportunity taken. It's an opportunity to move forward in a different direction if that makes the most

sense to you. It's an opportunity to shift careers into one with more flexibility so you can spend time with your family. It's an opportunity

to step into the unknown to break your fear of change. It's okay to make a royal mistake by taking a chance, for where it brings you next

will be the epitome of good luck. The message here is that, whether good or bad initially, every choice has a hidden opportunity. Like I

always say, "all the good things are the bad things, and the bad things are the good things; it's all about perspective." 

Alexandra (Alex) Lundgren, a financial advisor at Tree City Advisors, has been working in banking for 24 years. She was working as a

teller in a local community bank when she decided she wanted to have her weekends free. After a few years of working with that

company, she realized she had no chance of advancing in her career unless someone retired or shifted careers. That's when she began

looking for another opportunity and landed a job with a larger regional bank. At her new job, she shared a desk with a member of the

Investment Management Department. After hearing the employees discuss their work, Alex began to peek her head over the cubicle and

asked questions. It turns out she had a knack for investments. "I found all that stuff fascinating. I would go geek out over the Bloomberg

machines" - Alex. The guys in that department took Alex under their wing, teaching and answering anything she wanted to know about

their job. So when it came time for joint meetings between her team and the finance department for the institutional clients, she would

assist the financial representative in talking to the client about their pension plan management. "I literally fell into it, and I feel fortunate

because I love what I do" - Alex. 

In 2015, Alex met Allison Dunn, Executive Business Coach, when she regularly attended the popular 90-day planning sessions. That's

when she began to admire Allison's professionalism, prompting her to get more involved. "She adds some serious value" - Alex. Alex

participated in one-on-one coaching for a time, reveling in its benefit, but has really loved the following transition into Whetstone. Next

came two significant shifts for Alex, an important introduction and a bi-weekly meeting of the most diverse, dynamic, and coolest people

in the area she knows now. 

Alex has learned the benefit of meeting with diverse professionals, mastered scheduling, and has strong social camaraderie. 
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"She [Allison] adds some serious value" - Alex



BOARD OF ADVISORS
The Whetstone program is built as a way to complement business professionals while supplementing knowledge they may

not receive otherwise, and the group is diverse for this reason. "I really felt there was some coordinated thought process

as to who to put with who" - Alex. Various professionals are placed in the group so members can openly share problems

plaguing them and other professionals. As trust is continuously being built between members, Alex finds it challenging

when someone new joins the group. It can be routine to get into a Sounding Board and forget to give a backstory for the

new member. Alex also has to take the time to learn the member's dynamics and go through the process of being

comfortable again. However, members have come to recognize that Allison fits the right people into the group, so new

members will ultimately add a ton of value through a unique perspective and fresh ideas. 

A great benefit to Alex is that the group doesn't let her stay stuck. During each session, Alex has the potential to share

about herself three times. An accountability check, a compass check, and a Sounding Board or Deep Dive. One of the times

she is able to share, the group can ask Alex how she is doing on the goal she talked about the week prior. Further, if Alex

has a sounding board that week, the group can take a more significant part in assisting Alex. "Stuck isn't working, so let's

find something else" - Alex. 

Alex describes her problem-solving approach as thinking she must climb over a metaphoric tree to keep moving forward

on the path. The group helps her come to solutions that help her walk around the tree in either direction—reminding her

that she doesn't have to do things the hard way. 
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stuck isn't working,

so let's find something else

Alex Lundgren is a people helper! She loves her job as a Financial Advisor because it means that she can help people

define their goals while figuring out the steps to work towards them. "A lot of times, I show them their goals are possible

when they don't think they are" - Alex Lundgren. So how does this play into needing a personal board of advisors? The best

part of Whetstone for Alex is that her group is so diverse that it allows for plenty of outside perspectives on her industry.

She knows how to read the number on a Dow Jones stock chart and advise her clients; that's her trade. However, the

Bloomberg boys didn't teach her scheduling, expansion, and the things you never knew you needed to know about

running a business. Learning these skills through Whetstone has served Alex the most over the years of involvement.
 

CLIENT INTRODUCTION 

Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction’s Whetstone Board of Advisors featuring Alexandra Lundgren, Advisor with Tree City Advisors



Alex describes Whetstone as "valuable, confidence, and knowledge." To Alex, confidence means that she is comfortable

with the input, feedback, and suggestions she received from the group. There isn't a second thought about whether she

will enact or utilize that information. It's people that you trust and can glean from that you want to spend your time with,

no doubt. A thoughtful group that was put together with you in mind is a quality you don't come across often. So, hold on

tight and utilize each bit you can.

Not sure if Whetstone is right for you? Don't worry; the team at Deliberate Directions is also here to support your

business through Executive Business Coaching, 90-Day Planning, or the Direct Connect Forum. "The other opportunities to

learn and engage that are provided are really valuable, whether I utilize them or not" - Alex. Deliberate Directions also

encourages learning through the weekly emails that are sent out to our subscribers. Alex tells me that these are never

junk emails. "Those are the ones that come in, and you read"- Alex"

See what we are about, and let us learn about your business. The pleasure is ours. See you soon.

WHY WHETSTONE?

Along that same line, a significant roadblock for Alex was the way scheduling took place at Tree City Advisors. Alex reflected, "I would

have floundered forever because I have no experience. I'd always just done my stuff. Lots of frustration alleviated." The problem for

Alex wasn't that she didn't have a schedule in place but that someone else handled the schedule. Alex struggled to communicate her

boundaries and expectations for how the scheduling should take place. After a Sounding Board in which she expressed her distress,

the group gave her clarity on how to communicate what she needed, alleviating frustration at her office. "It has been a turnaround" -

Alex. She describes the Sounding Board as an information dump where she frantically wrote down everything the members said, went

through where she needed an extra explanation, and ended the meeting with a 'let's do it attitude'. The group stressed letting the

person scheduling know that the new system was working and expressing gratitude. The following week she was able to update the

group on her difficult conversation. 

Diversity in learning is how Alex describes Whetstone, even though it's different topics that may not apply specifically to finance. Other

members sharing their processes can be an interesting learning moment. For example, Alex shares a member doing a Deep Dive into

his knowledge regarding blood donation. The member went into detail about the different types of blood, what they are used for,

storage after a drive, etc. There can be no tie-back into Alex's financial background, yet she found it one of the most memorable Deep

Dives of the year. Alex describes it as "taking a 'wiki rabbit hole,' only you have the real person there to explain it all." She continuously

learns from this group and looks forward to the bi-weekly group, which is an incredible compliment to a group that meets consistently.

Whether she is learning or sharing, Alex pulls a nugget of wisdom from each meeting. 

OUTSTANDING IMPACT
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"The other opportunities to learn and engage that are provided are really valuable, whether I
use them or not" - Alex


